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In a sense, today’s supercomputers are tomorrow’s legacy devices. Today’s smartphones are roughly an
order of magnitude more powerful than supercomputers from the ’90s. Perhaps more interestingly, viewing
through a research lense shows that ideas which are successful in high end systems often percolate down and
become mainstream features of commodity devices. This notion is clearly embodied by parallelism, which
due to the limitations of Moore’s Law scaling is now a staple of computing systems of all shapes and sizes.
Barring significant developments in disruptive computational paradigms (such as quantum computing), a
large degree of parallelism will be a major component of future computer systems.

While building scalable parallel systems has never been straightforward, reaching the “next generation”
has proven difficult for the high performance computing (HPC) community, with popular projections of
the first exascale system routinely pushing further into the future. I contend that much of the difficulty
stems from the interplay of two broad issues. The first is that tightly synchronized programming models,
which are nearly ubiquitous in today’s large scale systems, become less feasible as systems grow because
they require lockstep execution across each processing element. The second is that power is now a scarce
computational resource, and this has had pervasive effect across many areas of research that heretofore have
mainly focused on optimizing time to solution. These issues seem to form a sort of vicious cycle, with the
latter engendering disruptive changes in hardware composition as well as general infrastructure that lead to
an increase in cross system performance variability; variability, in turn, further threatens the utility of tightly
synchronized programming models.

There is a clear need to design software systems and abstractions that express the capabilities and, impor-
tantly, the limitations of parallel systems; variability is a key example of the latter. My research is motivated
by the inability of current software systems to sufficiently express these capabilities and limitations. I be-
lieve that to continue to build scalable computers requires that we fundamentally redesign system software
to address the limitations of parallel computing systems.

My methods generally aim to identify bottlenecks in current software systems, address them through
the design of algorithms and techniques which are practically applicable, and evaluate their impact exper-
imentally on real applications. My research contributions thus span a wide spectrum of the system stack,
ranging from studies of low level operating system overheads [7, 9] to large scale performance analyses of
ten thousand node architectures [12], with several scalable software systems designed in between.

Overview of My Prior Work

Building an Exascale Operating System Several projects I pursued as part of my Ph.D. research now
constitute the core framework of Hobbes, a multi-institutional US Department of Energy (DOE) effort to
deliver an operating system and runtime (OS/R) for future exascale computers [1, 8, 15]. These projects,
which I will discuss in the coming sections, have demonstrated the benefits of lightweight resource man-
agement and performance isolation in applications of interest to the DOE. In addition to designing this core
infrastructure, I have taken a central role in leading several additional multi-institutional collaborations that
evaluate the behavior of emerging workloads in Hobbes-enabled systems [10, 4, 3, 2].

Lightweight Operating Systems My research has been influential in addressing the long running question
about how to design the OS for a massively parallel system. Should the OS be based on a general purpose OS
(e.g. Linux), thus providing access to diverse services, system calls, feature sets, and a familiar programming
environment? Or should a lightweight kernel (LWK) be designed from scratch, sacrificing many of these
luxuries, but achieving superior scalability by restricting its focus to a core set of features required by
parallel applications? My key insight is that future systems can leverage features from both schools of OS,
incorporating lightweight resource management philosophies to achieve scalability, but at the same time
maintaining access to desired general purpose features to ease development of applications.
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Figure 1: Lightweight, multi-stack operating systems

My initial approach to this problem was to study the scalability of Linux. I found that the OS frequently
interrupted applications – that is, prolonged runtime with services oblivious to application context – as part
of its memory management routines. So, I designed HPMMAP [7, 9], a custom memory management
layer inspired by lightweight memory management principles such as memory preallocation and large page
mappings, to create a less variable execution environment for applications. HPC applications experienced
up to 30% performance improvement from HPMMAP-enabled kernels compared to regular Linux systems,
with the largest benefits experienced when forced to compete with other applications for memory resources
in the kernel, such as pools of large pages and locks in the page fault handler.

While HPMMAP improved the scalability of a specific subsystem, there were additional interruptions
it could not prevent, such as those driven by the Linux scheduler. At this point, I began to push for the full
adoption of LWKs. I helped to design Pisces [15], a “co-kernel” framework that supports the deployment of
self contained LWKs alongside an unmodified Linux host OS. Pisces, illustrated in Figure 1(a), allows users
to partition hardware resources, such as CPU cores, memory blocks, and peripheral devices, and assign them
to an isolated LWK to execute applications sensitive to contention for OS resources. Pisces thereby drives
the creation of “multi-stack” architectures that target software specialization and performance isolation.

Due to their lightweight and isolation preserving design, co-kernels can be cumbersome for applications
that require services, network stacks, and device drivers not normally provided by LWKs. To support these
applications, I designed XEMEM [8], a cross-OS communication/coordination framework built on shared
memory. XEMEM allows applications to map subsets of their computation onto separate OS-specific pro-
cesses based on the specific environment in which they run (i.e., LWK or Linux). In this way, XEMEM
supports several interesting models (shown in Figure 1(b)), including: (a) in situ visualization [10], where
simulation codes execute in the LWK, with visualization/analytics routines in the Linux stack; (b) pro-
ducer/consumer relationships [3], which based on their organization provide a natural mapping to the multi-
stack architecture; and (c) Linux ABI compatibility for unmodified applications, where the full application
runs in the LWK stack, but forwards requisite system calls for service in Linux.

Lightweight Virtualization and High Performance Clouds My research in lighweight multi-stack sys-
tem architectures is applicable outside of the supercomputing OS space. The line between high perfor-
mance and commodity hardware is blurring, with clouds and data centers increasingly adopting high perfor-
mance/specialized hardware (e.g. GPUs, FPGAs) to support the recent influx of machine learning, artificial
intelligence (AI), and data science applications. An attractive option then is to deploy high performance
applications in these infrastructures, which now have (at least some of) the hardware to support them.

However, an important question is how to consolidate these applications with cloud/data center ap-
plications in the same infrastructure, as each has different requirements regarding resource management,
protection/isolation, and software specialization. One approach is to leverage specialized hypervisors to vir-
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tualize each type of application. By designing Palacios [14], a hypervisor targeting diverse, specialized OS
environments, and KVM to partition and separately virtualize hardware resources in a node, I demonstrated
that “dual stack virtualization” [11] can support both HPC and commodity applications, with the former
achieving up to 9% performance improvement compared to a KVM only system. Lightweight virtualization
provides a further benefit in this context: a LWK in a guest VM can achieve better performance than a native
Linux OS [5, 6], through coarse-grained resource allocation and reduction of OS noise.

Dissertation: Mitigating Performance Variability

Performance variability is a major impediment to scalability. While it is clear that variability is a key con-
cern, I argue its impacts on program behavior – and thus its implications for tight synchronization in practical
parallel programming models – are not well understood by the research community. In my dissertation, I
take a holistic look at how performance variability is generated and how it manifests on the behavior of large
scale parallel programs. While it is possible to prevent some sources of variability (such as OS interference)
in software, other sources result from contention for hardware or node-external resources such as network
bandwidth. I argue this latter group must be targeted with abstractions that expose variability, essentially
explaining to applications how variability is currently impacting the system. Parallel runtimes, in turn, must
be cognizant of the existence of variability and designed to operate in its presence.

Criticality Models In recent years the community has become more aware of the impacts of variability
on performance and energy efficiency. In the context of MPI, several projects have identified slack as a
key metric, which occurs when “faster” parallel tasks wait for their “slower” counterparts to synchronize.
Researchers have shown techniques such as DVFS and power capping can be used to reduce energy con-
sumption by inspecting how slack has impacted a task in the past.

I proposed criticality modeling [12], a learning mechanism that allows tasks to generate holistic models
of variability as it occurs during application runtime. Criticality models use low level performance mea-
surements and system wide criticality labels based on slack to learn how variation manifests itself in the
behavior of the application. Criticality models have two key benefits compared to alternative existing ap-
proaches: (1) they are inherently scalable, as their execution does not require global communication, and
(2) they are naturally able to model heterogeneous systems, because each node generates its own model that
reflects its specific hardware characteristics.

We Understand Performance, but not Behavior While the impact of variability on application perfor-
mance has started to come into focus, its broader impact on program behavior is much less clear, and the
latter has key implications for how future parallel programming models and runtime systems should be
designed. A telling example can be seen in the commonly made assumption that slack is distributed consis-
tently over time (i.e., if node x was slower than node y in the past, it will be again in the future). One of the
key findings of my dissertation is that this is a dubious, if not outright false assumption, particularly when
applications execute at large scale. Some sources of variability impact applications differently over time in
ways that cannot be easily understood.

In the future, temporal variability will continue to impact the performance and energy efficiency of large
scale parallel systems. These systems will be forced to deal with many sources of randomness, ranging
from low level hardware variation, to contention for networks and storage subsystems, and finally dynamic
behavior in the applications themselves (e.g., data redistribution / load balancing). As architectures become
more complex with multi-level memory hierarchies and many core processors that share large numbers of
vector processing units and caches, temporal variability will likely surpass traditional spatial variability in
its impact on parallel performance. Criticality models begin to address this issue, but more work will be
needed to provide their benefits to applications and runtimes.
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Future Directions

I find it important to call out the key distinction between optimizing for node level hardware performance
and optimizing for “parallelizability.” Considerable effort is spent on the former due to the high performance
capabilities – and accordingly high financial cost – associated with most large scale systems. This is certainly
important, particularly considering the ongoing shift from cheap general purpose hardware, which is easy to
program, to specialized hardware that requires significant focus and tuning to attract users and applications.
However, my perspective is that such efforts often do not consider their implications for parallel programs,
and in some cases seem to hinder parallel performance. I thus see a clear need to design core system software
frameworks, ranging from the hardware/OS, to middlewares and parallel runtimes, that explicitly target
parallelization and make it simpler for users to efficiently map parallel algorithms to parallel architectures.

Understanding how Variability Impacts Program Behavior My work in criticality modeling suggests
that as a community we do not have a clear understanding of how variability impacts program behavior. I
would like to extend this work with data driven techniques to determine how variability occurs in a statistical
sense. Does it behave stochastically, resulting from a confluence of seemingly random events? Can it
alternatively be traced to a small number of events that generate a multi-model distribution of behavior? I
would like to pursue optimization techniques in power/energy management and load balancing that leverage
knowledge of the statistical properties of system behavior. Empirical, data driven modeling and control
theory are both highly relevant, and I am interested in collaborating with researchers with such expertise.

Composing Applications HPC workloads typically induce significant cross node data movement – run a
simulation on some nodes, write output to a parallel file system, analyze it on a separate cluster – and this is
problematic for both performance and power consumption. This has driven a rise in composed (e.g., in situ)
applications that collocate tasks on a smaller set of nodes. As naı̈ve consolidation can cause significant per-
formance degradation [13], I am interested in integrating knowledge of the data communication properties
of these workloads to reduce degradation. Ideas from database and data stream management systems seem
highly relevant to this work and are clear avenues for collaboration. Can we add structure with concepts
such as quality of service/data and load shedding to enforce isolation and drive intelligent scheduling?

Parallel OSes The conventional OS thinking in parallel systems is that nodes will behave similarly and
applications will progress uniformly if the OS simply “stays out of the way.” Given the expected increase
in system wide variability in future architectures, I believe a new approach should be pursued whereby the
OS cooperates with other node OSes to explicitly target efficient parallelism. The OS would need to closely
monitor sources of variability, such as resource contention and network congestion, and monitor application
behavior to detect non-uniform progress. By understanding the sources and implications of variability, such
a parallel OS could schedule resources not to maximize throughput within a node, as it currently does, but
to achieve power and energy efficient parallel execution.

Supercomputers that Learn about Themselves The HPC and AI communities have much to offer each
other. I would like to pursue the use of statistical learning to design supercomputers that learn – that is,
systems that monitor and collect, analyze, and model data pertaining to system performance, and use it to
infer causal relationships that explain complex behavior. While the notion of using AI to automate complex
tasks is not fundamentally new (e.g., autonomic computing), the emergence of systems that manage and
analyze massive data sets, combined with HPC hardware amenable to executing AI algorithms (e.g., deep
neural networks on GPUs), suggests there may be new opportunities for these types of AI/HPC systems. One
can imagine the system answering complex questions such as: “what caused variability in my application?”;
or, “is my application compute, memory, or I/O bound?”
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